The detection and identification of organic molecules on Mars are of prime importance to establish the existence of a possible ancient prebiotic chemistry or even a biological activity. To date, however, no complex organic compounds have been detected on Mars. The harsh environmental conditions at the surface of Mars are commonly advocated to explain this nondetection, but few studies have been implemented to test this hypothesis. To investigate the nature, abundance, and stability of organic molecules that could survive under such environmental conditions, we exposed, in low Earth orbit, organic molecules of martian astrobiological relevance to solar UV radiation (>200 nm). The experiment, called UVolution, was flown on board the Biopan ESA module, which was situated outside a Russian Foton automated capsule and exposed to space conditions for 12 days in September 2007. The targeted organic molecules [a-aminoisobutyric acid (AIB), mellitic acid, phthalic acid, and trimesic acid] were exposed with, and without, an analogous martian soil. Here, we present experimental results of the impact of solar UV radiation on the targeted molecules. Our results show that none of the organic molecules studied seemed to be radiotolerant to the solar UV radiation when directly exposed to it. Moreover, the presence of a mineral matrix seemed to increase the photodestruction rate. AIB, mellitic acid, phthalic acid, and trimesic acid should not be considered as primary targets for in situ molecular analyses during future surface missions if samples are only collected from the first centimeters of the top surface layer.
Introduction
M ars is a primary target of astrobiological interest: its past environmental conditions may have been favorable to the emergence of a prebiotic chemistry and, possibly, biological activity. Since 2004, several space missions (Mars Exploration Rovers, Mars Express, Phoenix, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter) have provided data that suggest liquid water, an essential ingredient for life as we know it, was present on Mars throughout its first 500 million years of existence (Squyres et al., 2004; Bibring et al., 2006) . In situ exploration is currently underway at the surface of Mars, and specific studies have been implemented to determine whether life is, or has been, present. In this context, the detection of organic molecules is of critical importance in that they are known to be among the best biosignatures, that is, indicators of past or present biological activity. To date, the only hydrocarbon tentatively detected on Mars is methane, which, according to recent studies, occurs at an extremely low concentration Krasnopolsky et al., 2004) . The presence of methane on Mars can be attributed to biotic or abiotic processes. More-complex organic material, which would be a signature of a prebiotic chemistry or even a biological activity, typically has lower volatilities and may be present in the regolith where its detection requires in situ measurements at the Mars surface.
To date, the only in situ space experiment devoted to the detection of organic molecules has been the gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GCMS) experiment of the Viking missions. With this experiment, several surface samples, collected down to approximately 10 cm depth, were heated to temperatures up to 5008C, and the gases released during the pyrolysis experiments were analyzed with the GCMS instruments. No organic molecules of martian origin were identified at the two different landing sites within the detection limits of the instruments (Biemann et al., 1976 (Biemann et al., , 1977 . These results are difficult to explain since several different mechanisms could have contributed to the accumulation of complex organic material on Mars:
(i) The past surface environmental conditions may have been favorable to the emergence of life or a prebiotic chemistry. Organic records of a past=present biological activity could still be present on the surface of Mars (Simoneit et al., 1998) . (ii) Laboratory investigations (Hubbard et al., 1971 (Hubbard et al., , 1973 and photochemical models have predicted the possible formation of organic gaseous compounds in Mars' current atmosphere, mainly formaldehyde, ethane, and methanol. Such processes could also have been more efficient in the past when the atmosphere of Mars was denser and possibly more reducing than the present atmosphere. Atmospheric organics produced in the past may have accumulated in the soil and survived to the present. (iii) Comets, meteorites, and micrometeorites are known to contain numerous organic compounds (Clemett et al., 1998; Cottin et al., 1999; Botta and Bada, 2002; Glavin et al., 2004; Pizzarello et al., 2006) that are still being delivered to Earth and possibly other planets today via soft impacts. Therefore, it is possible that at least some organic molecules originating from those exogenous sources should have been detected at the martian surface.
There are different possible interpretations as to why organics were never detected in the soil of Mars analyzed with the GCMS experiment. The most straightforward conclusion is that there were no organic species in the samples to begin with. Another possible explanation is that the pyrolysis GCMS experiment used by Viking was not optimized for the detection of several key classes of organic compounds at trace levels (Navarro-Gonzalez et al., 2006) . The harsh martian environment could also explain the lack of organics if conditions are such that they are destroyed. In this context, several experimental and numerical modeling studies were performed to evaluate the possibility for the destruction and=or evolution of the organics under martian surface environmental conditions (Oro and Holzer, 1979; Stoker and Bullock, 1997; ten Kate et al., 2005 ten Kate et al., , 2006 Stalport et al., 2008 Stalport et al., , 2009 . Solar UV radiation is a major source of energy that can initiate chemical evolution of organics and has been proposed as an explanation for the lack of organics at the surface of Mars. Laboratory-based UV radiation experiments are a good support for such studies, especially because it is possible to control parameters such as the flux and spectrum of UV sources and the temperature of samples. However, there is no available UV source that perfectly reproduces the martian UV flux and spectrum. To complete and validate such studies, it is important to couple them with in situ experiments in which at least an adequate UV spectrum is used. Indeed, the UV spectrum that reaches the surface of Mars is similar to the solar UV spectrum in low Earth orbit in the 200-400 nm range (Patel et al., 2002) .
The present study was supported by results obtained by the low Earth orbit UVolution experiment, which was developed by the Laboratoire Interuniversitaire des Systèmes Atmosphériques (LISA), the Laboratoire ATmosphères Milieux Observations Spatiales (LATMOS), and supported by the European and French Space Agencies (ESA and CNES). The UVolution experiment was part of the Biopan-6 payload set outside the Foton-M3 Russian automated capsule that, for 12 days in September 2007, orbited Earth at roughly 300 km altitude. Biopan is an ESA exposure facility that enables a direct exposure of various samples to space conditions Demets et al., 2005) . The UVolution experiment allows for exposure of organic material to solar UV similar to that which occurs on comets, meteorites, Mars, and Titan. The present study focuses on the results that pertain to the preservation potential of the organic matter relative to conditions on Mars and the way in which the organics were altered during the experiment. The relevance of the experimental conditions and findings to the preservation potential on Mars is discussed. These results also have relevance for the interpretation of possible biosignatures obtained from instruments such as the Sample Analysis at Mars instrument on the Mars Science Laboratory rover (Cabane et al., 2004) and the Mars Organic Molecule Analyzer instrument on the ExoMars rover.
Materials and Methods
Several key organic molecules of interest with regard to Mars have been selected for the UVolution mission. They are presented in Table 1 .
As the number of samples was limited (16 exposition spots available for Mars-related organic samples), sample selection centered on the following carboxylic acids: mellitic, phthalic, and trimesic acids. Indeed, the surface of Mars is considered to be an oxidative environment, and it is hypothesized that one or more oxidants that could destroy organic matter are present in the regolith. This reactivity could be attributed to the presence of catalyzers, one or more inorganic superoxides or peroxides in the martian regolith (Chun et al., 1978; Pang et al., 1982; Yen et al., 2000) , H 2 O 2 [recently detected (Clancy et al., 2004; Encrenaz et al., 2004) ] diffusion into the regolith (Bullock et al., 1994) , or the presence of perchlorates (Hecht et al., 2009) . Results of a theoretical study led by Benner et al. (2000) with regard to the oxidative action on organic molecules of meteoritic origin in the martian soil show that such compounds should not be entirely oxidized into volatile molecules (i.e., CO 2 and H 2 O). The described chemical pathways show that such organics would be converted into carboxylic acids. Such acids should be metastable intermediates of meteoritic organics under oxidizing conditions. Among these carboxylic acids, mellitic acid appears to be the most interesting; our laboratory studies showed that the evolution of this molecule produces a radiotolerant organic compound (Stalport et al., 2009) .
We also selected one amino acid, a-aminoisobutyric acid (AIB), for this study since it is one of the main amino acids in both meteoritic and micrometeoritic material (Brinton et al., 1998; Glavin et al., 2004) ; therefore it is reasonable to conclude that it could be present on the surface of Mars.
The organic molecules were deposited inside open exposition cells (more details in Cottin et al., 2008) . The cells devoted to our ''martian'' analog samples were composed of a cylindrical aluminum body and a quartz window (thickness: 1 mm, diameter: 9 mm). Quartz windows were chosen to mimic the UV spectrum at the surface of Mars. Indeed, UV photons that reach the surface of Mars would be in the 190-400 nm wavelength range (Kuhn and Atreya, 1979; Cockell et al., 2000; Patel et al., 2002) . Quartz is transparent in this wavelength range and absorbs photons below 200 nm.
Two sets of samples were implemented, the first of which consisted of organic molecules that were directly deposited onto the surface of the windows to determine the photolysis rate or the UV resistance of the targeted compound. The second set of samples consisted of windows coated with the organic molecule film, which were positioned underneath a layer of the Mars analog soil JSC Mars-1 (Allen et al., 1998) ( Fig. 1) . In this way, the mineral matrix was situated between the UV radiation and the film of organic molecules. With this second set of samples, we expected to determine whether the mineral matrix acts as a shield (e.g., via absorption of the UV radiation, which would enhance preservation of the organic compounds) or destruction catalytic effect.
The mineral films were obtained by evaporation; the JSC Mars-1 soil was sieved (<40 mm fraction collected) and dispersed by mechanical agitation as a powder in ethanol to prepare a suspension. The solution was then deposited on the window surface beforehand, which was heated to 508C to evaporate the ethanol. Mineral film thickness was about several hundred micrometers (determined by interferometric techniques).
The organic films were prepared in a vacuum sublimation chamber. We obtained homogeneous films with a controlled thickness (a few hundred nanometers, thickness also determined by interferometric techniques). For each sample, the organic films were deposited four times. The windows were kept in an inert atmosphere before being positioned in their cylindrical aluminum tubes and placed into orbit. Two of each type of sample were exposed to solar radiation, whereas two others-used as space dark controls to quantify the contribution of sublimation, thermodecomposition, and thermodesorption-were kept in the dark directly below the exposed deposits (Fig. 2) . Four samples of each kind were also prepared and kept in the laboratory as ground controls.
Nevertheless, several seal tightness issues arose with regard to the laboratory samples during storage under pressure. This resulted in extended exposure of the samples to ambient air, which made these ground studies invalid. The ground results therefore are not presented in this article. The action of UV radiation was, however, derived by comparing the results obtained with the flight exposed cells and the flight non-exposed cells.
To determine whether the molecules or the organic films absorbed UV radiation, their UV absorbance spectra were analyzed with a UV=visible spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Lambda 2) in the range of 200-400 nm at 0.5 nm resolution.
The organic film evolution was determined by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer-BXII spectrometer resolution: 4 cm À1 , number of scans: 8). The results are both qualitative and quantitative. For the quantitative measurements, the cells were directly inserted in the measurement compartment of the instrument. The IR spectrum of each sample was obtained by transmission through the quartz window. A background measurement was performed with an empty cell. The acquisition range was set between 4000 and 2080 cm À1 due to the transmission properties of the quartz window in the IR domain. An important part of the 
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IR domain was then inaccessible. It is important to note that we performed no in situ spectroscopic measurements during the flight. We had two transmission spectra for each sample: one recorded before the flight and one after the flight. We then compared areas of the IR peaks to determine their eventual photolysis rate. These two analyses were separated by 30 days.
For the qualitative measurements, we extracted the quartz windows from the cells after the measurement by transmission. We used an attenuated total reflectance cell composed of a diamond crystal (Golden Gate model, simple reflection, series 10500, Eurolabo Company) adapted with the Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The samples were deposited on the crystal surface and compacted by a compression anvil to optimize the sample contact with the diamond. The main objective of this second set of analyses was to obtain a more relevant acquisition range. The absorption spectra were obtained in the range of 4000-1000 cm
À1
. This second IR analysis was important in that it was used to determine whether any new organic compound was produced during exposure to the UV radiation.
Photolysis of the targeted molecules was also implemented in the laboratory. We developed an experiment [Martian Organic Material Irradiation and Evolution (MOMIE), described in Stalport et al., 2009 ] to study the evolution of organics on Mars. The first step of this project was to reproduce as closely as possible the UV radiation that reaches the martian surface (Fig. 3) . We used a UV source that releases photons in the 190-400 nm wavelength range and focused on a surface of 0.8 cm 2 (the surface of a deposit). The UV flux and spectrum were provided by the LOT-ORIEL company and measured with a Jobin Yvon monochromator. For this experiment, the targeted organic molecules were deposited with the vacuum sublimation reactor following the same procedure, but MgF 2 windows were used instead of quartz since there was no need for the windows to act as a filter in the UV domain due to the emission spectrum of the laboratory lamp and to take advantage of the transmission properties of MgF 2 in the IR (down to 1000 cm
). The evolution of the samples was measured by transmission infrared spectroscopy. To date, no experiment with a martian analog soil has been implemented in the laboratory, but it will be the subject of future experiments.
Results
First, the UV absorption spectra of AIB, phthalic, trimesic, and mellitic acids were determined. These molecules primarily absorb UV radiation in the 200-260 nm wavelength range (Fig. 4) .
Transmission results: quantitative data
The photolysis of an A molecule by UV radiation into new products can be described by the following equation (1):
This equation can be then mathematically described following Equation 2:
If the kinetics of photolysis is of first order (meaning the hypothesis of an optically thin sample in the UV domain, as in these experiments), with [A] the abundance of A molecule, t the irradiation time, and J the photolysis rate ([time] À1 ), then this equation can be resolved following Equation 3:
By comparing the results obtained for film thicknesses of the same organic molecule (i.e., different [A] ) and the relevant areas of the IR spectra, we obtained a linear correlation 
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between both of them. Hence, we can determine the abundance of an organic molecule before and after the exposure. The Foton capsule orbiting the Earth freely rotated around its longitudinal axis; thus the samples were not continuously exposed to the Sun. The integrated photolysis time during the experiment in orbit (t) was estimated to be 29 solar constant hours with an uncertainty of 15% in the 220-280 nm range. The exposure time was derived from onboard sensors provided by ESA cross-correlated with orbital calculation provided by RedShift Company (St Niklaas, Belgium). This
FIG. 4. UV absorption spectra of AIB (A), trimesic acid (B), mellitic acid (C), and phthalic acid (D). a.u., arbitrary units.

FIG. 5. IR spectra of AIB before (line) and after (dotted line) the flight in orbit in the 4000-2080 cm
À1 wavelength range with a 4 cm À1 resolution.
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corresponds to an amount of UVC equal to 1.2 AE 0.2 days with Sun at zenith. Figure 5 shows the IR spectra of a cell containing AIB before and after exposure in space. Taking into account the variations in the flight dark controls (no loss of AIB by processes of sublimation or thermal decomposition) and the fact that no new spectral feature appears in the spectra, integration of the IR features results in an estimation of the half-life of AIB to be 290 AE 75 h (2s uncertainty based on time and Fourier transform infrared spectrometer data). We also observed via infrared spectroscopy the partial photodestruction of phthalic, trimesic, and mellitic acids when these compounds were directly exposed to UV radiation. The half-lives of phthalic, trimesic, and mellitic acids are 258 AE 63, 100 AE 21, and 43 AE 10 h, respectively (Table 2 ). In contrast to AIB, we observed a loss of these compounds before and after the flight by sublimation or thermal desorption, or both. This loss was taken into consideration when calculating the halflives of these carboxylic acids. The area variations of the samples are presented in Table 1 . Figure 6 shows the evolution of a phthalic acid sample deposited under a thin layer of martian soil analogue. A shielding effect of the mineral was expected. Indeed such a protective effect was measured during a previous exposure experiment conducted outside the MIR station . Surprisingly, it appears that, in this case, the presence of the martian soil analogue increased the photolysis rate by a factor of 1.5. We observed the same factor for AIB. The halflives of AIB and phthalic acid are, respectively, 184 AE 81 and 167 AE 20 h (Table 2) . No data are available for mixtures of trimesic acid and martian soil analogue, as we failed to prepare suitable samples in due time before the mission. Results for mixtures of mellitic acid and soil analogue are not straightforward. Both exposed and non-exposed samples experienced major changes as shown in Fig. 7 . The shape of the spectra differs, from which we deduced that the contact between the organic compound and the mineral layer induces a conversion of mellitic acid into a molecule that has not been identified to date. Nevertheless, we compared the area of the IR spectra before and after the flight for each sample of mellitic acid. We know that results of this comparison are not pertinent because the molecules are different, but it is an indicator of the photostability of this new compound. It appears that this new compound seemed to be more degraded in the cells that were exposed, in which case it can be concluded that the compound is photodissociated during the exposure.
Reflection results: qualitative data
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analyses by transmission were followed by an extraction of the quartz windows from the cells. The windows were analyzed by FIG. 6. IR spectra of phthalic acid before (line) and after (dotted line) the flight in orbit in the 4000-2080 cm À1 wavelength range with a 4 cm À1 resolution. The used blank is the quartz window with an analogous martian soil deposit before the deposit of phthalic acid. attenuated total reflectance spectroscopy with the intent to benefit from an extended spectral range to determine whether new solid compounds were produced during the irradiation. Results for AIB are shown in Fig. 8 ; no new spectral feature can be observed in the spectra (whether with or without mineral matrix). We also observed no change in the shape of the IR spectra of phthalic acid, whether with or without soil (Fig. 9) , and trimesic acid without soil (Fig. 10) .
Unfortunately, mellitic acid samples deteriorated during the extraction of the window, and the data are not exploitable.
Laboratory experiments: quantitative and qualitative results
The laboratory experiments (MOMIE) provided information about the evolution of the targeted organic molecules.
FIG. 7.
IR spectra of mellitic acid before (line) and after (dotted line) the flight in orbit in the 4000-2080 cm À1 wavelength range with a 4 cm À1 resolution. The used blank is the quartz window with an analogous martian soil deposit before the deposit of mellitic acid.
FIG. 8.
Reflection IR spectra (bottom) of exposed AIB samples with (dotted line) and without (line) the mineral matrix after the flight in orbit in the 4000-1000 cm À1 range for a 1 cm À1 resolution. The black spectrum is the reference (top). The used blank for the AIB samples with soil is a quartz window with a martian soil analogue deposit.
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We observed that AIB, phthalic, and trimesic acids were destroyed if directly exposed to UV radiation. In the laboratory, the half-lives of AIB, phthalic, and trimesic acids were estimated to be 10 AE 3, 41 AE 7, and 21 AE 5 h, respectively (Fig. 11) . Measurements as a function of time during these laboratory experiments confirmed that the photolysis followed a first-order decay as was assumed previously. Conversely, analyses of the mellitic acid irradiated sample spectra (irradiation time more than 30 h) indicated that a new IR absorption spectrum appeared by comparison with the non-irradiated mellitic acid spectrum. Results on mellitic acid have already been published (Stalport et al., 2009 ) and show that this compound is converted into a UV resistant when irradiated with UV light. This compound was identified to be benzenehexacarboxylic acid-trianhydride (C 12 O 9 ). Nevertheless, we focused on the area evolution of a peak of mellitic acid that is not present in the new compound spectrum, and we determined a transformation by photolysis with a half-life value equal to 4 AE 1 h (Fig. 11) .
Discussion
Our results show that all the carboxylic acids studied interacted with UV radiation. The direct exposure to UV radiation led to their partial photodissociation, and there was no evidence to indicate that new compounds in the solid phase were produced from AIB, phthalic, and trimesic acids (we cannot make the same conclusion for mellitic acid due to the lack of a complete data set). The degradation products are released in the gaseous phase and cannot be analyzed with our current experimental setup in the laboratory as well as in orbit. To compare the results obtained during orbit exposure and in the laboratory, we determined the UV flux from the Sun and from the UV source that reached the samples. We focused on the UV range of 200-260 nm because the targeted molecules mainly absorb UV radiation in this range (Fig. 4) . The integrated flux in this wavelength region for the Sun is 3.2 W=m 2 (Thuillier et al., 2004) , whereas it is 7 AE 2 W=m 2 for the lamp. The calibration of the half-lives measured in the laboratory gives values of 22 AE 6, 90 AE 15, 46 AE 11, and 9 AE 2 h for AIB, phthalic, trimesic, and mellitic acids, respectively, under ''low Earth orbit'' conditions. The results appear to be relatively close for phthalic, trimesic, and mellitic acids, and allowed us to validate both laboratory and low Earth orbit experiments. We noted ratios of 1:2.9 for phthalic acid, 1:2 for trimesic acid, and 4.8 for mellitic acid. The differences could be explained by the experimental conditions, such as the control of the temperature or the transmission properties of the quartz window in the 200-260 nm range (quartz is transparent, but the transmission is not total) and some differences in the shape of the laboratory lamp and solar spectra. With regard to AIB, the ratio is higher (1:13). This result could be explained by the fact that the UV range absorption of AIB starts below 240 nm and seems to increase significantly for wavelengths below 200 nm. The quartz windows absorb wavelengths below 200 nm, whereas the FIG. 9. Reflection IR spectra (bottom) of exposed phthalic samples with (dotted line) and without (line) mineral matrix after the flight in orbit in the 4000-1000 cm À1 range for a 1 cm À1 resolution. The black spectrum is the reference (top). The used blank for the phthalic samples with soil is a quartz window with a martian soil analogue deposit. The strong absorbance around 1200 cm À1 corresponds to the absorption of the quartz window.
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FIG. 10.
Reflection IR spectrum (bottom) of exposed trimesic acid samples without mineral matrix after the flight in orbit in the 4000-1000 cm À1 range for a 1 cm À1 resolution. The black spectrum is the reference (top). The strong absorbance around 1200 cm À1 corresponds to the absorption of the quartz window. samples in the laboratory were exposed to wavelengths between 190 and 200 nm. We can assume that radiation in this wavelength range has more importance for the evolution of AIB. The second step was to extrapolate these results to the martian UV surface conditions. The integrated flux in the 200-260 nm wavelength range would be 1.1 AE 0.2 W=m 2 (Cockell et al., 2000; Patel et al., 2002) . Taking into account both laboratory and space experiments, the half-lives of AIB, phthalic, trimesic, and mellitic acids would be in the range of 44-1062, 218-925, 122-317, and 19-169 h, respectively (Table  2) . From these values, it is possible to estimate the amount of these organic compounds in the martian regolith over time.
The accumulation of such organic molecules would be due to the difference between their production=intake rates [estimated to between 2.4Â10 7 g=year (Benner et al., 2000) and 2.4Â10 8 g=year (Flynn, 1996) ] and the different pathways that led to their destruction (UV radiation, for example). If the organic compounds were uniformly deposited at the surface of Mars and mixed into the regolith to a depth of 1 cm [UV radiation is believed to penetrate only the first millimeters of the martian regolith, except in water ice, where the penetration would be several centimeters (Cockell and Raven, 2004) , and only a few centimeters of the soil would be recycled by winds], then the maximal concentration by weight of the organics would be 10 ppt (with a maximal repartition on the surface of Mars &3Â10 À7 g=m 2 and a density of the martian regolith &4 g=cm 3 ). At this concentration, these molecules could not be detected on the surface of Mars if they were exposed to current levels of UV radiation; thus they would not be the best molecular targets in the search for organic compounds on Mars.
Finally, the organic molecules selected for the UVolution experiment were also exposed in the presence of an analogous martian soil. Rather than a shielding effect from the mineral matrix by absorption of the UV radiation, the photodestruction rate increased. The half-lives of AIB and phthalic acid would be 643 AE 317 and 506 AE 64 h, respectively, under martian environmental conditions (Table 2) . Mellitic acid seems to be unstable when in the presence of the soil, and produces a non-radiotolerant compound.
The interaction of UV radiation and the mineral matrix would be a catalyzer of the sample photodecomposition. Photocatalytic oxidation can be responsible for organic degradation of organic compounds in ordinary terrestrial sand dunes (Sancier and Wise, 1981) . Results of our experiments, therefore, imply that a martian soil analogue might play a role in the photocatalytic degradation of organic compounds on Mars. Several laboratory experiments have been conducted to investigate the interaction of UV radiation with a mineral matrix (Chun et al., 1978; Pang et al., 1982; Yen et al., 2000) . Yen et al. (2000) showed that the interaction of UV radiation with a mineral matrix (labradorite, feldspar) and an oxygen-rich atmosphere could produce one or more inorganic superoxides or peroxides that are able to destroy the organic matter. Chun et al. (1978) and Pang et al. (1982) showed that TiO 2 catalyzed the oxidation of organics in the presence of oxygen. In our experiment, no rich oxygen atmosphere was present, but the JSC Mars-1 soil contained TiO 2 , as does the martian regolith (Allen et al., 1998) . The presence of TiO 2 could then explain why carboxylic acids were destroyed faster. We intend to develop new laboratory experiments to better characterize this process. Actually, we improved a second version of the MOMIE experiment focused on oxidation processes on the surface of Mars with and without UV radiation, and new laboratory data are expected soon.
Conclusion
The UVolution low Earth orbit experiment involved the exposure of organic molecules of astrobiological interest to solar UV photons. Some of the samples were selected to study the behavior and stability of organic molecules (AIB, phthalic, trimesic, and mellitic acids) that may be present on Mars. Our data show that the targeted molecules are not photostable because they were partially destroyed after only a few hours of exposure to solar UV radiation. Laboratory experiments confirmed this result for AIB, phthalic, and trimesic acids. The main divergence concerns the evolution of mellitic acid; orbital data indicate that this molecule is destroyed, while laboratory experiment results show that a new radiotolerant compound could be produced. We attributed this significant difference to the short time of exposure to UV photons in orbit compared to the actual photon dose in the laboratory. Indeed, the energy deposit in low Earth orbit would require at least 66 days of direct exposure.
The photolysis of the targeted molecules in the presence of an analogous martian soil increases the photodestruction rate of phthalic acid and AIB. Mellitic acid is not stable with this soil and would produce a new compound (still to be identified), which is in turn also efficiently photolyzed. Hence, these organic compounds would be rapidly destroyed on the surface of Mars if they are directly exposed. Thus they are not the best molecular targets to consider in the search for organic compounds on the surface of Mars.
New data about the photostability of martian-related organic compounds will soon be available. Phthalic and mellitic acid samples in quartz cells have indeed been among the samples accommodated in the PROCESS experiment. PROCESS was the second step of these low Earth orbit experiments and was part of the EXPOSE-Eutef ESA exposure facility. The targeted samples were exposed on the outside of Columbus module from February 2008 until September 2009 (Cottin et al., 2008) . PROCESS is quite similar to UVolution (the same kind of hardware and samples), except that a longer exposure time to solar UV radiation is expected (10-20 times more than during the Biopan-6 mission).
